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• Two regional meeting Planned
  – First was cancelled due to Government Shutdown
  – Other was in Baltimore, Maryland, June 6, 2014
Baltimore, MD

• Webcast using Adobe Connect
• Agenda:
  – What is CGSIC
  – GPS Status Update
  – International Update
  – Climate Change in MD
  – UMBC GNSS-GIS Program
  – Slides available at
    http://www.gps.gov/cgsic/states/2014/halethorpe/
• Impact of Sea Level Rise on Transportation Infrastructure in MD
• Connected Vehicle
• Extending State Networks to Support Vehicle Safety
• Tampa Bay Pilots Association
• Potential Use of UAV Drones on Transportation Structure Inspection
Planning in Process - 2015

• Planning Two regional Meetings
  – Details will be on gps.gov

• QUESTIONS